
for marking, securing and/or cancelling forms
like tender documents for example, identity
documents, savings books or cheque cards

Among the hand-operated machines you may choo-
se between the following models :

PERNUMA PERFOSET I/L
with an insertion depth of about 75 mm and a max.
capacity of about 50 sheets of 70 g/m2 paper which
corresponds to a paper stack of 5 mm height. 
The standard hole diameter is 8 mm. The desired
symbol is fixed.

PERNUMA PERFOSET II/L 
with an insertion depth of about 100 mm and a
capacity of about 60 - 80 sheets of 70 g paper
which corresponds to a paper stack of 8 mm height.
The standard hole diameter is 12 mm. If the machi-
ne would be equipped with a standard symbol with
a diameter of 8 mm 100 sheets of 70 g paper could
be marked in one operation which corresponds to a
paper stack of 10 mm. The desired symbol is fixed. 

The machines are equipped with an adjustable side
and rear gauge in their standard version in order to
facilitate an exact positioning of the punching.

For an extra charge they can be manufactured

- with a special symbol for which we need a sketch
from you

- with an "Euro”-hole for punching blister
packagings (Please see the samples on the reverse
of this page. - The Euro-hole "E” is only available
with our model PERFOSET II/L.)

- as notching presses with a fixed rear and an
adjustable side gauge (Please see the notching
samples on the reverse of this page.)

- with differing symbol diameters

- with a safety lock preventing unauthorized
persons from working with the machine.

PERNUMA PERFOSET II/LA
with an insertion depth of about 50 mm and a 
capacity of about 100 sheets of 70 g/m2 paper which
corresponds to a paper stack of 10 mm height. 
The hole diameter is 8 mm in general. The chosen 
symbols are on punching die units which can be
exchanged easily and fast one against each other.

The machines cannot be equipped with an 
adjustable rear gauge because of the punching 
die unit which is one integral part. An adjustable
side gauge is included by standard. 

All symbol punching machines are equipped 
with a symbol of your choice. Please pay 
attention to our standard symbols no. 0 - 12 on
the reverse of this page. 
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Technical Data: PERNUMA PERNUMA PERNUMA 
PERFOSET I/L PERFOSET II /L PERFOSET II /LA

Standard-symbol-diameter: 8 mm 8 mm / 12 mm 8 mm

Capacity:  ca. 50 sheets  ca. 100 / 60-80 sheets   ca.100 sheets 

of 70 g/m2 paper of 70 g/m2 paper of 70 g/m2 paper

Insertion depth: ca. 75 mm ca. 100 mm ca. 50 mm

Net weight: ca. 5.8 kg ca. 11.2 kg ca. 11.2 kg

Gross weight: ca. 6.7 kg ca. 12.4 kg ca. 12.4 kg

Packaging: carton carton carton

Packaging dimensions: ca. 43 x 34 x 20 cm ca. 59 x 25 x 36 cm ca. 59 x 25 x 36 cm
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Standard Symbols

Notching samples

Euro-Hole-Samples
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